7th Grade Student Survey

Q1: Do you like coming to school?
   - Yes: 54.90% (62 students)
   - No: 45.10% (51 students)

Q2: Do you feel your teachers care about you?
   - Yes: 77.90% (88 students)
   - No: 22.10% (25 students)

Q4: Do your teachers tell you when you are doing a good job on a scale of 1 (always) to 5 (Never)
   - 1: 1.80% (2 students)
   - 2: 17.70% (20 students)
   - 3: 46% (52 students)
   - 4: 25.70% (29 students)
   - 5: 8.80% (10 students)

Q5: If you have a problem at school, do you feel comfortable talking to an adult?
   - Yes: 61.10% (69 students)
   - Sometimes: 14.20% (16 students)
   - No: 24.80% (28 students)

Q6: Do you feel that your teachers are providing you with learning experiences that prepare you for next year (1 your strongly feel that they do and 5 your strongly feel that they don't)
   - 1: 6.20% (7 students)
   - 2: 52.20% (59 students)
   - 3: 26.50% (30 students)
   - 4: 8.80% (10 students)
   - 5: 6.20% (7 students)

Q7: Did you like the new advisory period?
   - Yes: 86.70% (98 students)
   - No: 13.30% (15 students)
What do you like the most about school?
activities
Lunch
history class (XXX)
That the teachers help to improve us and care about our grades and we have limited freedom.
Gym/Lunch
Being able to see friends that I can't see out of school.
Leaving
Hanging out with my friends at lunch. I like
I like to come see my friends in the mornings, but i don't have many classes with them so i don't see them often
being able to go to specials and do hands on activities.
Lunch and gym
My friends and drawing
Science
I like it when we do projects in class and present them to the class.
I like hanging out with my friends at lunch, playing games in XXX's class, seeing my friends, and gym.
I like the social interaction.
That SOME of the teachers have a comedic sense, and they aren't very strict.
Seeing my friends
My favorite part of school is when there are cool or fun projects that we get to do.
I like gym class, lunch, and fun activities in some classes.
I like seeing my friends.
certain classes
Being around all of my friends
The events/projects
When we relax
The Specials
The short amount of time where you can relax.
My friends
Lunch
lunch
The education
I really like being around my friends and seeing them between classes. and some teachers, I look forward to
Independence
learning
Getting to see my friends on a daily bases
My friends, lunch, and having fun.
friends and lunch
Grouping with my friends, and having the ability to do what we want (like at lunch).
social studies is my favorite class
specials, like art, give me the ability to express myself in a way I don't get to in other classes
Getting to see my friends
interaction with people
history
Getting out of school.
going to lunch and going home.
XXX and XXX
I like seeing my friends.
I like being able to see and talk to my friends.
Going to XXX's, and going to lunch
Having fun and learning new skills
moving between classes
Everyone is friendly.
Going to see my friends and teachers almost every day
Being with friends everyday.
Getting to see my friends.
Getting to see my friends.

advisory
The other students that interact with each other.
Seeing my friends
Specials and Math class and seeing REAL friends every day
Having fun while learning new subjects
it is a great learning facility.
I like getting to see my friends.
Getting to see my friends.
Friends
seeing classmates
seeing my friends
Lunch
Seeing my friends
Learning new ideas used in the real world.
Seeing friends
talking to XXX and how some of the teachers are so chill.

my friends
nothing=
learning new things
My friends and lunch
The fact that I can socialize with my peers and teachers to relax and have a fun time.
That I can leave a class and go to the next one,
Lunch
XXX's class
Social Studies
I really like chorus class, art class, and VHS.
Science, Social Studies, Clubs World language, and going up to the library, and talking to my sister and my
I like the fact that when we are switching classes we are able to talk with our friends and we also get a chance to
Having the freedom to do what we want, *to some extent* at lunch
More freedom for example eating lunch outside and stay after for clubs
I like have freedom to do things like eat outside and stay after whenever.
doing fun projects and subjects and hanging out with friends
I like the social aspect of school.
I like the social aspect of school.
Lunch, field trips
Gym, Lunch
I enjoy attending the classes that include art and gym.
seeing my friends and learning new things
Doing fun activities
Talking to my friends
Getting to see my friends
hanging out with friends
I enjoy after school activities like track and cross country the most.
Gym, Lunch, Art
Gym
field trips and ice cream socials
no homework days/weekends & field trips & stem week
Gym, lunch
First, doing fun educational games in classes. Secondly, I like when we had STEM week. Finally, I like fun specials.
I like that the teachers are inviting and kind at the beginning of the year.
seeing friends and the sports.
Lunch.
I like seeing all of friends and sometimes we do fun things like games and projects.
Specials and my friends at school.
gym
What was the best learning experience / activity/ project you had this year in school?

stem week
Social Studies was my best learning experience
The Mock Trial
STEM
All classes had a good experience
As much as I didn't like our mock trial project it was a good learning experience.
Mock Trial
The stem project
How to deal with people who always think they're better and take everyone else down just to make them look
the room project in XXX's.
Mock Trial
learning how to make friends and drawing
Ancient Greece Olympics
I liked when we went outside on the nature trail and built a fort.
XXX's room project
The Ancient Greece Olympics
The stem project was good.
STEM week, I really liked it
The best learning experience for me this year was the Creating Art History VHS class that I took this year.
Mock Trial
I really liked the projects that we did in art.
social studies, math, science, world language
learning about Julius Caesar in social studies

Stem week
trading game in XXX's
STEM week
Make your own country in XXX's and the play.
The Stone Age Survival Shelter activity
make your own country
Doing the Mock trial
The end of STEM week was fun and exciting, the beginning was not.
Stem week.
slid show
i don't have any in particular
Stem week
STEM week
Stem week, had lots of fun
the field trip coming up
Composer project in chorus
None
I dont have any
news story

the red pyramid project
Social Studies
I liked STEM week, especially the final project.

I liked stem week

The red pyramid project

Playing Quizlet Live or Kahoot before tests.

Gym

Tennis, Gym, making things.

Building forts outside in XXX's class

XXX's fort building activity outside.

I liked going to build the forts in the woods with XXX. I also liked when XXX brought us to learn in the nature trail.

The fort building in XXX's class.

Stem week

Right now, while we are completing the Mock Trial project because its almost as if we actually are going to court, and its really fun, and nerve racking t the same time, because of the oral presentation part of the project.

The fort building project in XXX's class.

Music, art, and math

I liked to practice the new vocab words on quizlet before a test or quiz

Building Forts Outside

Learning French

Being able to learn different languages in world language.

News report (History)

STEM week

learning Spanish

Stem Week

Social Studies propaganda project.

I enjoyed STEM week.

building shelters on the nature trail

nothing

I really like stem week

Stem Week

the building the shelter project in social studies

stem week was really fun

The Mock Trials

The best learning experience was when we went outside to build the shelters.

Stem week

stem week

*Homework days in XXX's 6th period class

I liked going outside in social studies to build shelters and I also liked how all our classes were synchronized. For example, we were learning about Latin in world language, Pompeii in English, ancient Rome in social studies and Best project is endangered animals project in XXX's class ,or stem week that was my favorite.

One of the best learning experiences that I had this year was STEM week. STEM week was a fun week and I felt I enjoyed the Red Pyramid Amusement Park project.

I enjoyed Red Pyramid theme parks in english

I liked stem week and the red pyramid amusement park.

Applications in science

Doing the projects in applications in science.
applications in science
Stem week
stem week
I really liked when we created stamps in art.
My best experience was STEM week
Stem week
Stem week
going outside and building forts with XXX
STEM week
I enjoyed making the shelter outside in Social Studies.
Stem Week
Making a civilization in social studies.
stem week
Stem week
stem week
STEM week
I really loved the week that we did advisory every day. Also I like the mock trials project.
building the fort in the woods
When we got to create our own civilizations in social studies.
going out side and building forts in XXX's class
I really enjoyed STEM week.
web Wednesday
Is there a course or program that you are interested in and would like to see in place?

no
No

I think there should be that 8th grade cheer team
No
not that I can think of.
No
gym

More art/drawing activities and more 'how to..'s
No.
no
more drawing/art things
no
no
no

money management or something for when your an adult
More drawing and art activities

I would like to build something using materials (And no, I don't mean something like Applications of Science).
Home ed.
No
Not really
No.
i don't know
field trips
not really
no
no

Gym more Physical activities
Photography and how to take place on taking pictures
an activity for a book like sixth grade "Hatchet Day"
more us history
To get many science experiment
More movies, more field trips, and breaks.
No
tag
i think there should be more stem
Not at the moment right now.
Remove harmony ball because its trash and replace all TNO's and the harmony ball with midnight madness
Not that I could think of.
cooking in place for music
middle school tennis
No
stem
coding
No.
no
Engineering.
a more fun way to learn the topics. Example: more hands on projects
More projects for hands on things.
i wish there was more time that we could learn out of the desks.
No
no: there already is a class for my interests
I think that it could be cool to have a free period, that you don’t have to read in, and you can just do whatever in.
Mini olympics (like the ones East Middle has in Worcester)
no
I would like to see more hands on programs or courses.
Yes, I would love to take a film-making class
No, because there is already a course.
no
Engineering in robotics
cheer leading in middle school
A Flag Football club
I believe we should have a period of a class online, or in person on life skills like paying taxes, buying houses,
N/A
survival skills
sports
Home Economics
nothing really
yes, teachers with better atatuid.
no not really
no
A club where it can go into living and personal health.
No, I like all of the subjects.
I would like a course of international studies.
Politics
Engineering
I think I would like more classes where we can split of into smaller groups based on learning styles .
A science class but learning about biology and zoology.
No
A cooking/baking class
I really was interested in a home ec. class or club.
A cooking class or a study of animals class
more engineering courses
More engineering
Engineering
not really
I would like to see more technology related programs such as coding or computer programming. Spanish
Architecture design
More French
no
no
No, I have every program and course I need.
No
No.
no
not really
no
No
I would love the option to take a full French class instead of only Spanish next year.
No
Nope.
things in the medical field
I would like to have a longer time on certain languages including Spanish.
clay modeling
What is one thing that you know you improved on academically?

math
Math
Math
I'm starting to do way better in history or in math
N/A
I very much improved on my math skills.
Math
writing essays
Social interactions
writing essays and time management.
Writing essays
Math and speaking new languages
Social studies
World languages
I feel like I improved on creative writing.
social studies
Math
I know I improved on my English.
Math
I became much better at being able to write responses quickly in English.
Writing essays
I definitely improved on writing essays in English.
everything
I know lots more about the old days.
Social studies
writing
I listen more
Math, Science, and Social Studies
Math
I improved on science and social studies
reading { Norton}
One thing know so many way to do math
I definitely improved in math this year.
I improved in math.
math
Math
Understanding science, and lots of history.
the want to drop out of school
Learning more in math and in history. (Of course I improved in the rest, but I feel like I learned the most in those
math
ability to understand topics at a faster pace
Getting work done on time.
Math
math

history
I improved on writing with a time limit and time management.
I improved on my math skills and reading and writing.

Math
My writing skills
Spanish

I improved on my math skills and learning ability's in English and Science.
Foreign Languages
My writing skills.

I definitely improved in my writing for English class. She might push her students hard, but it does make a huge improvement.

Math
I think I improved on my grammar and spelling.

My language skills.

I got better at writing and math this year.
I improved on how good I am at math. I also improved on my writing skills.

My writing and word choice improved during the course of this year.
I improved on getting less time to do projects, while still giving good quality answers.
I improved on working in a fast paced environment and learning to get my work done.
I improved on working in groups and working at a faster pace.

Parts of speech and grammar.
Parts of speech
My time management
Spanish, french, Latin
I definitely improved upon my time management skills because of XXX.
Math
Math
Math
time management
study more
My writing improved greatly this year.
World Language
French, Spanish, and Latin.
time management
time management / getting me work done
learning languages
I think I improved in speaking other languages.
My ability to write.
I think I improved in foreign languages because i did not know a thing about Spanish but now I could have a
Math
time management
English
art
One way SMS can improve is:

to have more field trips in 7th grade
Less homework
To have more than one field trip
Dress code for girls and let us have our phones without them being taken
N/A
SMS can change their dress code it is VERY unfair
Let us at least have our phones on us
no dress code
Adding hats to be allowed :)

Dress code.
dress code
longer after school help times so I can get done what I need to get down without going after school every single
Make us not sing

dress code
allowing hats
Have some teachers not yelling like crazy over little things.
Probably the dress code, a little less strict
By having less completely structured lessons and more projects to work on.
Giving more time on some projects/activities.
giving us more time to complete assignments.
not have us do so much work in short times, but also the students
more vacations
less HW?
more 7th grade field's trips.
more fun projects
Time Management, More fun, entreating activities.
longer lunch
More field trips
longer lunch
the dress code that girl keep getting dress code by their short and they are not that short and to more field trip
instead 7th and 8th grader get one. To not have a problem with our phone in our pocket.
The dress code is very strict. Because of this, I have less of a wardrobe because certain pieces of clothing are
"distracting". Also, there should be more events during the school day that make it more fun and energetic.
Be less strict about the dress code. I can’t control my body type and how clothes will fit me, so not being able to
be comfortable in what I’m wearing bothers me and other students at school. Even when I try to buy clothes that
follow the dress code, no shorts, especially, cover my legs to the desired length. If we are so much of a
more half days
nothing
More TNOs.
longer breaks between classes or periods
More activities and field trips, for more fun.
more field trips
Informing us about big-world-problems. We aren't little kids anymore, and I think that we should be able to get
Being less strict about the dress code
being kind to one another  
more half days and longer breaks  

Having a less strict dress code, allowing kids for advisory to walk around  
by adding a track  
Having the sports in middle school that currently only the high school provides.  
Having middle schools being able to play the sports that they give in high school.  
Having no dress code, let kids have a free period to relax and talk to their friends, allow kids to have their phones  
Different types of after-school clubs  
MORE FUN.  

have more free time to do things, homework, talk with friends.  
Some teachers can lose their temper very quickly  
More time to complete projects, more time to see friends, not having to stay at lunch/after school to complete a  
Some specific teacher being less grumpy, and irritable for no reason, and also giving more time, so students  
More time for work and better toilet paper.  

less strict on the dress code  
The girls dress code for school. It needs to be a lot less strict and loosen up like the boys dress code is. Its really a  
stupid rule and it could definitely use some improvement. Boys can wear shorts, so why can't we?  
More time to finish work and maybe longer breaks  
NO DRESSCODE FOR GIRLS. OR MAKE IT LESS STUPID.  

Less strict on dress code  
Specific teacher may target the same kid and take there time to take away points.  

Getting less strict on the dress code.  
more lunch time  

Take us outside more  
getting a track  

More air conditioning  

Having a less strict dress code. And having bigger consequences fro bullying.  
Taking more breaks in between classes.  
Take kids outside more/more fun activities  

have more chill and have more time on class work  
Athletics department is VERY un-organized and we need a track!!!  

more snacks and you can buy them at anytime becaues when im hurgy i cant think  
more air conditioning  
upgrade the whole school  
maybe they could do languages in 6th grade and do others ones in later years, or discover the language deeper  

More relaxed days and less projects/tests/quizzes.  
Be less strict on phones.  

More air conditioning  
more Air Conditioning  

Have more events during the school year  
I think having better coordination between teachers would be good. For example, some nights we have no  
homework and others we have so much it takes the whole night to get done. Also, it seems like tests and quizzes  
are always on the same days as other classes. I also would like if there was more time to get up and move  

SMS can improve on more teacher appreciation because they teach us the 7th graders everything we know.  

When we are going from lunch to the class after lunch, we should have more time to get to that class. Especially
I think we could have some time, not much but some, time to just relax and take a minute away from a fast
I think more planning between teachers. There are some times when we have a very light amount of work but
sometimes we have an overwhelming amount of work. Also, having more multiple class projects would help our
having band lessons moved to a different time like after school or at advisory so you don't have to miss class.
More engineering courses
More engineering
More active projects
They could be a little more relaxed with the dress code
let us choose who we drop
Sutton Middle School can better their program by giving students breaks outside.
a dress code that is less strict so we don't have to worry what to wear to school and focus more on our work.
Having more fun activities.
A less strict dress-code so we don't need to worry about what we are wearing, and we can be more focused on
less hard dress code
dress code so girls wont have to worry about buying clothes
Sutton Middle School can continue the advisory period every day.
Getting a track
Getting a track.
we should be able to have our phones on us without having them taken away even after not using them
Be able to have phone you're phone on you but you're not on it. Being more relaxed with the dress code.
get a track
Getting better fields, getting a track, and bringing more educational fun in classes.
Having advisory every day
I think we should have a free period so we can get caught up because sometimes I can't stay after because I am
Air conditioning.
making the curriculum more interesting and less boring
Shorter classes
recess